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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Governments of Canada and the United States, the eight Great Lakes
states and the Province of Ontario are in the early stages of developing Stage 2 remedial
action plans (RAPs) which will identify remedial measures required to restore beneﬁcial uses
in Great Lakes Areas of Concern. Therefore, there is an opportunity and need to clarify
expectations for Sage 2 RAPs. A workshop, attended by approximately IOO RAP
coordinators, RAP managers, public advisory committee and stakeholder group represen-
atives, and citizen representatives, was held in April l99l to share ideas and make
recommendations on realistic expectations for Sage 2 RAPs, including speciﬁc content,
format, level of detail, and process. The workshop utilized plenary presentations and
breakout sessions to discuss expectations for Stage 2 RAPs, speciﬁc content (including an
outline for Stage 2 RAPs - see Table l), and key issues. The l2 categories of key issues
discussed in breakout sessions were:
 
' Deﬁning the minimum content for a Sage 2 RAF
0 Incorporating habitat
' Embodying the ecosystem approach
° Securing commitments
° Embodying virtual elimination of persistent toxic substances
- Establishing quantitative goals
° Linking MP3 to larger efforts
0 Managing RAP implementation
0 Selecting preferred actions
° Evaluating beneﬁts
' Determining meaningful public participation
0 Incorporating a technical document into public consultation
Based on the input received at theworkshop, the following conclusionswere drawn
by the Stage 2 RAP Workshop Steering Committee:
- Expectations and views pertaining to Sage 2 RAPs differ substantially among
participants. Considerable effort will be required to reconcile differing expectations at both
the p
rogr
am an
d loca
l leve
ls. Th
is wo
rksh
op re
prese
nts a
produ
ctive
step
in tha
t dire
ction
.
0 The process by which a Sage 2 RAP is developed is as important as its content.
Alth
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sful
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and provide evidence of commitment and continuing accountability. Stakeholder and public
involvement are essential for success.
' Innovation and creativity are encouraged in the development processes for Stage
2 RAPs. There are, however, advantages in reaching an early common understanding of the
necessary minimum content and cleanup standards (e.g. water quality and sediment
standards, criteria, guidelines, site-speciﬁc goals) for Stage 2 RAPs.
9 A standardized Stage 2 RAP format has advantages during both RAP development
and ﬁnal document review (e.g. numerous agencies and individuals must review RAPs,
therefore, a standardized format will increase the effectiveness and timeliness of peer
reviews).
' Each Stage 2 RAP must identify the key actions, sequencing, timeframe, and
responsibilities in order to eliminate uncertainty in remediation. As part ofthis process, it
is important to achieve broad-based agreement on benchmarks, indicators, and endpoints
in order to celebrate progress and sustain momentum.
° The agency primarily responsible for preparing a Stage 2 RAP is not solely
responsible for implementing it. The mandate ofthe lead agency should not restrict the RAP
planning effort from properly addressing relevant issues.
’ There is a need to recognize the iterative and ongoing nature of RAPs. Full
commitments may need to be obtained through a step-wise process.
0 Communication and information-sharing among participants in the RAP process on
both sides of the border are extremely important. Attention needs to be given to the
presentation of information in a style and format which makes it accessible to the general
public.
- le participation in the planning and facilitation of the Stage 2 RAP Workshop was
critical to its success and timeliness.
Based on a review ofthe informationand conclusions ofthe Stage 2 RAPWorkshop,
the Stage 2 RAP Steering Committee recommends that:
0 The IJC, Parties and jurisdictions periodically sponsor RAP workshops onspecific
topics of common interest which are beneﬁcial to all sides (e.g. successful approaches to
public participation, creative ﬁnancing, explicit accounting for environment-economy
linkages, beneﬁt analyses, comparing successful approaches to Stage 2 RAPdevelopment and
implementation).
0 The IjC further identify expectations and elaborate on the Stage 2 RAP review
guidelines which will be used in the le RAP review process.
a The Parties provide more speciﬁc guidance to the jurisdictions, based on this
workshop report, in terms of what is expected in Stage 2 RAPs and how Stage 2 RAPs could
be developed. Efforts must be made to ensure binational consistency.
0 The le recognize the iterative and dynamic nature of RAPs (including that RAP
documents represent a "snaphot in time") in the review of RAPs.
° The Parties and jurisdictions use the example Stage 2 RAP outline presented inTable
I of this report as a starting point in providing guidance on content requirements, while
recognizing the unique circumstances of each Area of Concern.
~¢
x!
INTRODUCTION AND WORKSHOP PROCESS
As a result of a I985 recommendation of the Great Lakes Water Quality Board, the
eight Great Lakes states and the Province of Ontario committed themselves to developing
and implementing remedial action plans (RAPs) to restore impaired beneﬁcial uses in each
Area of Concern within their political boundaries. In an effort to endorse and build on these
efforts, the Parties (US. and Canadian federal governments) incorporated RAPs into the
I987 Protocol to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA). The GLWQA
states that RAPs will be submitted to the le for review and comment at three stages: I)
problem deﬁnition and causes; 2) selection of remedial actions; and 3) conﬁrmation of use
restoration.
With many of the RAP writing teams and RAP institutional structures facing
preparation of Stage 2 RAPs, there was an opportunity and need to clarify expectations for
Stage 2 RAPs. The GLWQA states that a Stage 2 RAP shall include:
- an evaluation of remedial measures in place;
0 an evaluation of alternative additional measures to restore beneﬁcial uses;
‘ a selection of additional remedial measures to restore beneﬁcial uses and a
schedule for their implementation;
° an identiﬁcation of the persons or agencies responsible for implementation of
remedial measures; and.
° a process for evaluating remedial measure implementation and effectiveness.
To address this opportunity and need to clarify expectations for Stage 2 RAPs, the
IJC's Great Lakes Water Quality Board and the Governments of Canada and the United
States co-sponsored a Stage 2 RAP Workshop on April l5-I6, I99l. Over I00 people
actively involved in RAPs (RAP coordinators, RAP managers, public advisory committee and
stakeholder group representatives, public interestgroups, etc.) shared ideas and made
recommendations on what realistically should be expected from Stage 2 RAPs, including
speciﬁc content, format, level of detail, and process.
The format of the workshop was designed to utilize RAP practitioners to identify
areas of commonality and differences regarding realistic expectations for Stage 2 RAPs (see
workshop agenda in Appendix I and list of participants in Appendix 2). To initiate and
stimulate discussion, the workshop began with keynote presentations on expectations for
Stage 2 RAPs from: Mr. Gordon K. Dumil (U.S. Chairman, IJC), Mr. E. Davie Fulton
(Canadian Chairman, IJC), Mr. john jackson (President, Great Lakes United), Ms. Nancy
Douglas-Howayeck (Chairperson, Menominee River RAP Citizen Advisory Committee),
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and Mr. Steve Skavroneck (member, Milwaukee Estuary RAP Citizens' advisory Committee).
Mr. Durnil noted that the co-sponsorship of this workshop demonstrated a
continuing resolve by the two governments to continue the important work of RAPs.
Emphasis on pollution prevention was viewed as essential. Mr. Durnil stressed the need for
substantial ongoing public support, political will, and funds to ensure the efforts put forth
are successful upon completion. Stage 2 constitutes an extremely important decision point
on how to invest scarce resources. Although each RAP will be unique in its own right, some
elements should be common to all Stage 2 RAPs. For instance, agreement on the nature
and scope of the problems being addressed, how RAPs relate to other planning or
development initiatives, and an understanding of the consequences of any proposed actions
(i.e. social, economic, etc.). The complete text of Mr. Durnil's speech can be found in
Appendix 3.
Mr. Fulton commended the efforts put forth by the RAP practitioners to fulﬁll the
obligations of their respective countries under the GLWQA. He underscored the
importance of integrating environmental strategies and understanding social, economic, and
environmental implications. In order for RAPs to be successful, RAP teams must:
understand and incorporate the biological systems beyond the Area of Concern; avoid or
prevent further insults to the environment even ifthey are not part of the original problem;
and identify signiﬁcant economic and social trends that might inﬂuence the impacts on, and
demands for, environmental quality and the area's water resources. RAPs will be difficult
to sustain if these issues are ignored. The scope and impact of public consultation should
be reported in detail in RAPs. Creative financing will be required during a continuing era
of ﬁscal constraint by governments. The full text ofMr. Fulton's speech is also provided in
Appendix 3.
Mr. jackson asked three questions: "What are we reallygoing to do to clean upAreas
of Concern?"; "What do we want out of a RAPZ"; and "Will the public see results of their
hard work?" From his perspective there are often two different goals being pursued for
RAPs: to delist the Area of Concern, and to increase the quality of life in the communities
within Areas of Concern. He perceived the ﬁrst to be a search for the quick and easy way
to deal with the problems and an objective that would then lose the support of the
communities. Mr. jackson preferred the latter route, that would encompass the holistic
ecosystem approach. This approach would call for integrating RAPs with other efforts,
rather than treating the plan in isolation from land use plans, pollution prevention, or zero
dischargeprograms. Otherexpectations included: achievinga senseof shared responsibility
for RAP implementation, clear timetables, clear responsibility, establishing an implementa-
tion committee to facilitate implementation of actions, and an oversight/watchdog commit-
tee to independently assess implementation progress.
Ms. Douglas-Howayeck noted that closure/delisting of an Area of Concern was
important so as not to disenfranchisethe community. Enfranchisementcan be accomplished
by keeping the RAP teams "at thetable" to solve ongoing problems. The success ofthe Stage
2 RAP is dependent upon diligent reporting of the problems and verifying that solutions are
likely to give the desired result Care must be taken to ensure that a Stage 2 RAP is easily
understood by the citizens and is speciﬁc about its purpose and goals (e.g. a publicly "usable"
and accessible shoreline). Ms. Douglas-Howayeck reminded the participants that a RAP is
neither a regulatory tool nor a plan to advance political agendas, but a plan that outlines who
is responsible, documents ﬁnancial commitments, etc. What is needed is less intellectual
and hysterical debate, and more pragmatic debate on real solutions to real problems.
Mr. Skavroneck urged that RAPs need to be visionary and practical, offer short and
long term recommendations, go beyond the status quo, and develop implementation
structures with the necessary authority and funding. A Stage 2 RAP should ake a watershed
approach. Pollution prevention and remediation should go hand-in-hand in a Sage 2 RAP
and not be dealt with separately. RAPs must call for new ideas, new approaches, and new
mechanisms. Legislators should be involved throughout the Sage 2 RAP process. To move
beyond the status quo, innovation and creativity are required and will undoubtedly include
lifestyle changes forthose within the Area of Concern. Public dialogue throughout the Stage
2 RAP process should lead to greater support for implemenation.
Following the keynote presentations, an example of a hypothetical Stage 2 RAP
outline was presented in plenary to all workshop participants. This outline was developed
as a "straw man" for discussion purposes and was intended to address the minimum
requirements or expectations for a Stage 2 RAP. Participants were then assigned to one
of seven breakout sessions to critically review and commenton the Stage 2 RAP outline and
identify the key issues which needed to be addressed or further explored. Participants then
reconvened in plenary at the end ofthe ﬁrst dayto hear comments from individual breakout
sessions on the outline and key issues which needed to be addressed.
On the evening of the first day the workshop steering committee met to organize
and group the key issues into categories for discussion in breakout sessions on the second
day. Twelve key issues (categories) were identiﬁed and participants were allowed to choose
which breakout session/issue they wanted to be involved with. Each breakout session was
asked to provide specific suggestions and make recommendations on how each issue could
be addressed through the development of a Sage 2 RAP. The workshop concluded in
plenary with a representative from each breakout session summarizing theirdiscussions and
presenting theirideas and recommendations on howto speciﬁcally addresseach Sage 2 RAP
issue.
This report presents a summary of the conclusions and recommendations from the
Sage 2 RAPWorkshopSteering Committee. Included are some additional suggestions from
the Steering Committee on the specific content forSage 2 RAPs and recommendations for
addressing key issues pertinent to Stage 2 MP5.
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 CONTENT OF STAGE 2 RAPS
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RAP:
~ Are the goals and objectives clear and precise? Are they consistent with the general
and speciﬁc objectives of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement?
0 Have remedial measures in place been evaluated?
0 Have alternative, additional remedial measures to restore beneﬁcial uses been
evaluated?
0 Have additional remedial measures to restore beneficial uses been identiﬁed,
including a schedule for implementation? What beneﬁcial uses (if any) will not be
restored? Does the RAP indicate why?
' Have work plans and resource commitments been made?
° Has the surveillance and monitoring program, designed to track effectiveness of
remedial actions and conﬁrm restoration of beneﬁcial uses, been adequately
described?
0 Have the persons or agencies responsible for implementation been identified? Have
the beneﬁciaries or organizations affected by the RAP been identiﬁed? Has there
been adequate opportunity for consultation with the public?
In addition, the IJC has approved a set of listing/delisting guidelines for Areas of Concern,
based on the l4 use impairments identiﬁed in Annex 2 of the GLWQA. These guidelines
provide guidance for determining when use impairments exist and when impaired uses have
been restored.
Each of the points mentioned above has direct bearing on the development process
and content of Stage 2 MP5. Above all, RAPs are intended to create accountability for the
key action steps necessary to restore beneﬁcial uses. It is critically important that the key
action steps be identiﬁed and the sequencing of steps be determined so that progress can
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EXAMPLE OF STAGE 2 RAP OUTLINE
  
I.
UPDATE OF EXECUTIVE SUMMARY for Stage 2
2.
INTRODUCTION
(Stage I. update if needed/desired)
3.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS
AND PARTICIPANTS
(participants, roles and responsibilities, process)
(update for Stage 2)
4.
DESCRIPTION OF REGULATORY
AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
(including GLWQA principles and requirements;
Stage I update if needed/desired)
5.
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA OF CONCERN
(Stage I update if needed/desired)
6.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
(Stage I update if needed/desired)
7.
PROBLEM DEFINITION IN TERMS OF USE
IMPAIRMENTSAND DESCRIPTION OF CAUSES
(Stage I update if needed/desired)
8.
SOURCES AND LOADS OFPOLLUTANTS
CAUSING IMPAIRMENTS
(Stage I update if needed/desired)
9.
STAGE I ADDENDUM
- This optional chapter would contain information on
use impairments. sources and causes obtained after the
Stage l document was submitted to“C. or since the
Stage I documentwas last revised. An addendumwould
be included when there is not enough signiﬁcant new
information to warrant revising the Stage I chapters
 
I0.
STUDIES REQUIRED TO COMPLETE
IDENTIFICATION OF USE IMPAIRMENTS,
DESCRIPTION OF CAUSES, AND QUANTIFICA-
TION OF SOURCES (completing Stage I)
A. For each required study:
a) Identiﬁcation of data gaps the study is meant
to fill (e.g. status of use impairment unknown,
sources and/or causes unknown or uncertain)
b) Description of study
c) Cost
d) Sequence of actions and time required to
complete
e) Relative priority
f) Responsible entity
I I.
SPECIFIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR
RESTORATION OF BENEFICIAL USES
A. Specific RAP goals and quantiﬁable objec-
tives, and relationship to use impairments
B. Relationships of goals and objectives to fed-
erallstatelprovincial standards, objectives and
guidelines, and delisting guidelines (comments
on attainability)
C. Process for establishing goals and objectives
I2.
EVALUATION OFEFFECTIVENESS OF
REMEDIALMEASURESINPLACE(COMPLETED)
RELATED TO USE IMPAIRMENTS
A. Brief description of remedial measure (e.g.
construction projects, management practices,
administrative actions, enforcement actions,
etc.) '
a) Cost and source(s) of funding (capital and opera-
tion and maintenance), if readily accessible
b) Responsible entity
c) Effectiveness of remedial measures in place (uses
restored or progress toward restoration)
I3.
ACTIONS IN PROGRESS RELATED TO USE
IMPAIRMENTS
A. Plans and studies underway
a) Description of study, including
relationship to use impairment
b)Cost
c) Schedule
d) Responsible entity
 
  
B. Specilic remedial actions
a) Description of the action to address use impair-
ments (e.g. construction projects, management prac-
tices, administrative actions, enforcement actions,
etc.)
b) Description of the use impairment(s) addressed
c) Expected beneﬁts in terms of beneficial uses
restored or indicators of progress toward restora-
tion (including expected time frame for achieve-
ment)
d) Estimated economic and environmental costs
e) Funding source(s)
i) implementation sequence and schedule
g) Responsible entity
I4.
SELECTED ACTIONS
A. Process for identifying remedial options
and selecting recommended actions
(analyses used to select actions)
B. Identification and evaluation of options
to address use impairments
a) Plans and feasibility studies
i) description of speciﬁc plans, feasibility studies
ii) time required
iii) estimated cost
iv) available funding/source
b) Remedial options
(including pollution prevention)
i) description of remedial option
ii) expected benefits in terms of beneﬁcial uses
restored or progress toward restoration
iii) estimated economic and environmental costs
iv) possible funding source(s)
v) required time for implementation
vi) responsible entity
C. Identification of actions to address use im-
pairments (feasibility studies and remedial actions)
a) Description of use impairment(s) addressed
b) Description of the action to address use
impairments (e.g. construction projects, manage-
ment practices,administrative actions. enforcement
actions, feasibility studies, etc.)
c) Expected beneﬁts in terms of beneﬁcial uses
restored or progress tomrd restoration; com-
ments on attainability
d) Rationale for selection
e) Estimated cost
f) Responsible entity(s), including identification of
lead responsibility
 
g) Evidence of commitment to action, if available
(e.g. letter of intent, consent decree)
h) lmplementation schedule or time required to
complete
i) Identiﬁcation of milestones
1') Relative priority
k) Special sequencing requirements with respect to
other recommended actions
D. Recommendations to address other prob-
lems or environmental issues of concern
I5.
SURVEILLANCE ANDMONITORINGPROGRAM
A. Description ofthe surveillance and monitor-
ing program to determine the effectiveness of
remedial actions (in terms of pollution control and
restoration of beneficial uses)
a) Description of parameters and methods
b) Cost
c) Schedule and frequency of monitoring
d) Responsible entity(s)
I6.
MANAGEMENT OF RAP IMPLEMENTATION
A. Responsible entity(s) for oversight of RAP
implementation (e.g. institutional structure)
B. Strategy for obtaining additional funding and
commitments to action
C. Description of mechanism to track imple-
mentation of actions, and propose additional
actions as needed
D. Role and responsbllity of pibllc and piblic
participation during RAP implementation (e.g.
out reach.coalition-building, community strategy, evalu-
ation of progress)
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 KEY ISSUES RELATIVE TO STAGE 2 MP5
In addition to discussing the speciﬁc content of Stage 2 RAPs, workshop
participants were asked to identify key issues pertaining to Stage 2 RAPs, which needed to
be further deﬁned or characterized. All issues identiﬁed were compiled by the workshop
steering committee and grouped into twelve categories of key issues. These included:
° What is the "irreducible minimum" content for a Stage 2 RAP?
0 How do we incorporate the issue of habitat into a Stage 2 RAP and develop a
strategy for evaluation, restoration and protection?
0 How should a RAP embody the systematic and comprehensive ecosystem
approach called for in the GLWQA?
° Should a Stage 2 RAP contain all commitments necessary for implementation (e.g.
commitments from responsible parties, human and ﬁnancial resource commit-
ments, follow-up mechanisms)?
' How can a Stage 2 RAP embody the principle of virtual elimination of persistent
toxic substances and the philosophy of zero discharge?
0 What processes should be used to establish goals? How should we establish
quantitative objectives considering differences among agencies' standards?
0 How should RAPs be linked to larger efforts (lakewide management plans, fishery
management plans, land use, etc)?
° How should RAP implementation be managed relative to responsible entities,
mechanism to track remediation, surveillance and monitoring programs, mile-
stones, and the role of the public?
0 What is the process for selecting preferred actions from among all options (how
to deal with conﬂicting views; criteria to select preferred actions)?
0 How do we evaluate benefits (including applying risk/benefit analysis)?
0 What are the criteria for determining "meaningful" public participation?
' How do we incorporate a technical document into public consultation?
Presented below are the suggestions and recommendations from the workshop
breakout sessions for addressing each of the twelve key issue categories pertaining to Stage
2 RAPs.
'0
 
WHAT IS THE IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUM CONTENT FOR A STAGE 2 RAP?
In general, breakout session participants agreed that Stage 2 MP5 should serve as
templates or yardsticks against which progress can be measured. The priority elements of
a Stage 2 RAP should include:
0 identification of endpoints (indicators, criteria, goals - including rationale)which will
be used to measure progress and confirm use restoration;
0 description of the key actions (including rationale) to be taken to restore each
impaired use and delineation of responsibility;
' identiﬁcation of the key actions (including rationale) to be taken to resolve any
unknowns that prevent selection of remedial actions;
' demonstration of commitments from responsible parties/agencies and endorse-
ments from stakeholders/public;
' delineation of sequencing of key actions (e.g. clear time lines); and
0 demonstration of integration and linkages to other plans (e.g. lakewide management
plans, waterfront development, land use, basin, etc.).
In addition, it was thought that the chances for implementation are proportional to the
degree of stakeholder involvement in development of a Stage 2 RAP.
The critical point is that the path to restoration must be clearly defined so that
progress can be tracked and obstacles overcome. In addition, it must be sufﬁciently detailed
to ensure accountability and yet concise enough to ensure broad communication of the
critical path to restoration.
HOW DO WE INCORPORATE THE ISSUE OF HABITATINTO A STAGE 2 RAP AND
DEVELOP A STRATEGY FOR EVALUATION, RESTORATION AND PROTECTION?
Loss of habitat can be either an impaired use or a cause of an impaired use, such
as degraded fish and wildlife populations. There can be physical, chemical or biological causes
of habitat loss.
Ideally, a Stage 2 RAP should incorporatea policy for no net loss or a net increase
in habitat. Breakout session participants considered that it was important to agree upon
fish and wildlife community objectives for each Area of Concern and to ensure that these
objectives are integrated with each corresponding lakewide management plan.
It was suggested that the Stage 2 RAP outline should include a section dealing with
the preservation/restoration of wetlands and fish and wildlife habitat. This habitat section
should: outline the nature ofthe concern (restoration or preservation); identifythe causes
and sources of habitat loss (include cause of threat, ifthe concern is preservation); identify
quantiﬁable habitat goals; evaluate alternative solutions; and select rehabilitation methods]
techniques to achieve habitat goals. Habitat loss should address both quantity and quality.
Additional points pertaining to habitat included:
' it is important to direct Wetland rehabilitation toward ecosystem goals as well as
production goals (e.g. food chain as well as fish, ducks, etc.);
° a determination must be made on the geographic scale of "no net loss" or "net gain"
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of habitat (e.g. within an Area of Concern or on a lakewide basis);
' tracking habitat rehabilitation will require a commitment to ongoing and future
assessment of biota and physical-chemical conditions;
- in some areas it may be neCessary to differentiate between wetlands suitable for
ﬁsheries and those managed for wildlife (i.e. state game areas) since both uses are
not always supported by the same wetlands; and
° there is a need to share successful habitat rehabilitation strategies/techniques among
RAP groups.
HOW SHOULD A RAP EMBODY THE SYSTEMATIC AND COMPREHENSIVE
ECOSYSTEM APPROACH CALLED FOR IN THE GLWQA?
The GLWQA states that RAPs shall embody a systematic and comprehensive
ecosystem approach. An ecosystem approach is an integrative and holistic perspective
required to protect water quality and ecosystem health. It attempts to account for the
interrelationships among water, land, air, and all living things, including humans and their
activities.
Breakout session participants noted that implementing the ecosystem approach is
a process. Participants feltthatto implementthe ecosystem approach in RAPs, stakeholders
must establish a spirit of cooperation and build a sense of community. One way of
manifesting these features would be to explicitly adopt the ecosystem approach and
acknowledge ecosystem integrity in the Stage 2 RAP goals and the vision for each Area of
Concern. Speciﬁc suggestions on how to use an ecosystem approach to develop and
implement Stage 2 RAPs include:
0 Education:
adopt school curricula on ecosystem approach/RAPs; adopt school monitoring program
such as the Rouge River Interactive Water Quality Project; encourage/support nonproﬁt
organizations such as Friends of the Rouge and Friends of the Buffalo; encourage projects
which citizens can accomplish; encourage education on ecosystem approach/RAPs through
television and other media; and solicit minority input on educational needs/approaches.
0 Land use:
rezoning for development should not occur until a masterplan, that is consistent with an
ecosystem approach, is in place; development projects should not be approved until they
are consistent with RAP goals; performance/evaluation criteria should be established for
reviewing projects; zoning]land use initiatives should ensure consistency with Stage 2 MP5;
and an institutional analysis should be performed which identiﬁes multi-agency roles,
responsibilities and interrelationships.
0 Sources/air-land-water considerations:
priority must be given to understanding causes of each use impairment; all sources must be
identiﬁed and loadings quantiﬁed; all point and nonpoint source permits should be issued/
revised at the same time on a watershed basis; enforceable means ofcontrolling unpermitted
sources should be identiﬁed; all control orders/permits should have a compliance schedule
for achieving a step toward virtual elimination of persistent toxic substances; all point
sources should have an approved pollution prevention plan in place; and greater emphasis
 must be placed on fate and effects of toxic substances and multi—media pathways.
0 Human health.-
it was suggested that perception-of-risk surveys be performed in each Area of Concern;
responsible public health agencies be required to perform risk assessments on priority
contaminants; and more effort be placed on communicating relative risk (i.e. risk commu-
nication).
0 Economy:
it was suggested that a chapter be prepared for each Stage 2 RAP which documents
environment-economy linkages in the Area of Concern; efforts be taken to encourage
economic development plans to complement and reinforce Stage 2 RAPs; economic
interests must be represented on RAP citizen committees and public advisory committees;
an economy/environment planning forum be hosted to identify creative alternatives; an
"ecosystem approach to funding" of remediation be encouraged; economic benefit studies
be performed; and an attempt be made to understand the hidden costs/real costs of doing
business (e.g. costs of existing pollution and degradation).
0 Habitat and resource management:
resource management agencies must work to ensure that goals for fishery management
plans, wild life management plans and habitat management plans complement and reinforce
RAPs; agencies responsible for fish and wildlife management must disclose use impairments
and utilize their existing tools for habitat rehabilitation; and any terms of reference for
waterfront or habitat development must be vetted by agencies through the public.
0 Geographic Scope ofa RAP:
geographic boundaries should be deﬁned based on the nature of problems (in some cases
entire watersheds, in others portions of watersheds, in still others larger areas of Boundary
Waters); and both impacts and causes of impacts should have upstream and downstream
geographic boundaries (in addition, available ambient and source loading data should be
evaluated with respect to the contribution of the Area of Concern as a source or pathway
of critical pollutants to the Great Lakes proper or to adjacent Areas of Concern).
° RAP implementation:
membership on RAP implementation committees should be based on who is implementing
and what is affected; a separate watchdog committee, independent of agencies, could also
be established to monitor and report on implementation, and to account for interrelation-
ships among air, land, water and biota; and contact teams (who would be made up of
informed persons who would make contactwith critical implementors and workto achieve
commitments) should be used to facilitate RAP implementation.
SHOULD A STAGE 2 RAP CONTAIN ALL COMMITMENTS NECESSARY FOR
IMPLEMENTATION (e.g. commitments from responsible parties, human and ﬁnancial resource
commitments, follow-up mechanisms)?
The issue of commitments (e.g. resource, financial methods) for Stage 2 RAPs was
examined by the participants. Participants concluded that there should be at least a
statement of responsibilities so that all the interested parties are aware ofwhat is expected
ofthem. This provision would also ensure that certain responsibilities are not overlooked.
A process for follow-up in securing the commitments should also be devised to ensure
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This action may encourage other voluntary commitments to be made.
Participants considered that there should be made available to each RAP some
examples of project management tools and mechanisms useful in tracking the progress of
projects. The IJC should solicit methods, such as performance/responsibility matrices, so
that RAP implementation runs smoothly.
It was also thought that the IJC should broaden participation in workshops, such
as the Stage 2 RAP workshop, to include more representatives from industry, agriculture
and minority groups. With a broad spectrum of viewpoints, all aspects of a project would
be examined and a variety of advice would be introduced.
A basin-wide, information-sharing system could be set up so that RAP teams can
learn from each others' experiences. Preparation and distribution of planned and ongoing
studies, reports, events, program developments and contacts would all serve as valuable
resources for RAPs around the Great Lakes basin.
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WHAT PROCESSES SHOULD BE USED TO ESTABLISH GOALS? HOW SHOULD WE
ESTABLISH QUANTITATIVE OBJECTIVES CONSIDERING DIFFERENCES AMONG
AGENCIES' STANDARDS?
An essential step in any planning process is to deﬁne goals and objectives clearly.
Participants in the breakout session viewed a goal as an ultimate endpoint, visionary in
nature. Objectives arethe measurable means ofachievinga goal. In manyplanning processes
it is necessary to establish a goal with multiple objectives because of the long time between
goal setting and actual goal attainment. Milestones can be used as a tracking mechanism to
report interim progress and celebrate progress. They can be divided into two categories:
those that report on the implementation of actions and those that measure changes in the
ecosystem.
Session participants thought thatthe 'how to' of setting goals is important. It is more
important, however, that the end result be supported by the public. The point to be made
is notto dwell on developing the perfect process, butto make sure thatthere is broad-based
support for the final outcome. To achieve this end, the RAP team must activer involve
stakeholders in the process of formulating the goals and selecting actions to address those
needs. Each Stage 2 RAP should also include a description of the process used toreach
agreement on goals and objectives.
Participants in the breakout session considered that it should be a minimum
requirement in a RAP to establish goals for restoration of uses identified as impaired in the
Stage I RAP. However, any individual RAP could chooseto establish additional goals beyond
the l4 use impairments (rationale and justification should be provided). GLWQA-related
and local goals should both be deﬁned in the Stage 2 RAP. The GLWQA-related goals would
be based upon the IJC's listing/delisting guidelines, while the community goals would reﬂect
additional dimensions to the desired state of the local environment. In some circumstances,
local goals for use restoration may be proposed, that are not consistent with IJC delisting
guidelines. In such cases, the IJC delistingguidelines and site-specific goals should be included
along with a discussion/rationale as to why they are different.
Due to the binational nature of some RAPs, it will be difficult to decide upon which
objectives/standards to use as goals orto measure the progress of remediation. lf achieving
the respective jurisdictional standards does not reach the desired state, then it must be
agreed upon to establish additional/new standards that would achieve the goals.
HOW SHOULD RAP: BE LINKED TO LARGER EFFORTS ( lakewide management plans,
ﬁshery management plans, land use, etc.) 7
The RAP program was established to restore beneficial uses in the 43 Areas of
Concern within the GreatLakes basin. RAPs are to embody a systematic and comprehensive
ecosystem approach to achieve restoration within the geographic boundaries of the Area
of Concern. This is a very large undertaking for the jurisdictions. Linking RAPs to larger
efforts will be challenging. RAPs cannot be expected to accomplish everything. Other
programs/planning processes should be recognized in MP5.
The integration ofrelated planning efforts is valuable in understanding and resolving
complexproblems, and building broad-based supportfor action. The more people and plans
that explicitly acknowledge interrelated problems and reinforce the goals of related
programs, the more supportthere will be for a comprehensive 'cure' and the closerwe will
come to an "ecosystem approach." lf managed effectively, linkages to other planning efforts
would expedite the process of remediation and further coalition-building throughout the
basin.
The linkages among other planning efforts with RAPs would begin a new era for
government programs, which have historically been treated in isolation and lacked
integration with other plans which often have common goals. Historically, programs were
developed to address a single issue. For example, land use plans dealt directly with the two-
dimensional perspective for the organizational layout of a city or town. Generally, ﬁshery
management plans attempt to improve upon and maintain the quality and quantity of ﬁsh
species within an area. The integrated approach suggested for RAPs would explicitly
recognize these plans and ensure that the RAP goals complement and reinforce the goals
of other plans (and vice versa). Efforts would be initiated to ensure integration.
HOWSHOULD RAP IMPLEMENTATION BE MANAGED RELATIVE TO RESPONSIBLE
ENTITIES, MECHANISM TO TRACK REMEDIATION, SURVEILLANCE AND
MONITORING PROGRAMS, MILESTONES, AND THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC?
Management of RAP implementation will require addressing a numberoffundamen-
tal needs: commitment to implement the RAP; regulatory/resource management agency
cooperation; long-term commitment to funding; continuity of personnel; political support;
speciﬁc quantitative goals; spirit of cooperation and trust to reach broad-based agreement
on necessary actions; and periodic "reality checks." Whether one or more committees are
established to achieve RAP implementation, all must workto address the fundamental needs
pertaining to implementation.
Participants in the breakout session suggested that an implementation committee
would be useful to coordinate and oversee RAP implementation. Ideally, it should report
to the jurisdiction. Roles and responsibilities of the implementation committee would
include: general oversight, mid-course corrections/adjustments, advisory, coordination,
communication/information exchange, evaluation, prioritization, and issuing RAP imple-
mentation progress reports. Membership should include: government (both elected
ofﬁcials and employees), dischargers, public, technical/legal advisors, and project managers
for remedial actions.
It was also suggested that a surVeillance and monitoring/technical group be
established to track the effectiveness of remedial actions and conﬁrm use restoration.
Responsibilities would include evaluation of remedial program implementation (e.g. con-
struction/capital works, nonpointsource control initiatives), overall progresstowardsgoals,
ecosystem conditions, and use restoration.
The citizen advisory committees and public advisory committees should continue
to function throughout the entire RAP process. These committees have proven invaluable
in building community support, education, communication, information exchange, outreach
and goal setting, and their membership must be encouraged to sustain interest and impetus
ifthe RAP is to succeed.
As part of the RAP implementation process, it was thought that periodic progress
reports should be published to celebrate milestones and sustain momentum. The most
signiﬁcant milestones are the restoration of beneﬁcial uses. However, incremental changes
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brainstorming. The "no action alternative" should be amongthe options considered. lssues
pertaining to preliminary screening include: addressing use impairments identiﬁed in a Stage
I RAP; determining costs and who bears costs; identifying technological/legal constraints;
applying innovation and creativity; achieving involvment/agreement among stakeholders;
identifying short and long term impacts/beneﬁts; and examining trade-offs. Participants
agreed that the process should be inclusive.
Priorities undoubtedly have to be set. The hierarchy of actions can be based on
importance, urgency and opportunity. This relates to impaired uses and capacity for
solutions. Priorities must include pollution prevention.
Criteria for selecting preferred options should include: technological feasibility;
potential for ecosystem enhancement; whether or notit is legally required/mandated; direct
and indirect costs (must be measurable); benefits (must be measurable, but not necessarily
in dollars); cost-effectiveness; social impacts; and time scale. The difﬁculty arises in
integrating this information. Professional expertise in problem-solving may be required.
Expertise in both natural and social sciences is essential.
HOW DO WE EVALUATE BENEFITS (including applying risk/benefit analysis)?
Quantifying beneﬁts of RAPs is an important part of the process. Some of the RAP
benefits identiﬁed so far include: restoration of beneﬁcial uses, increased property value,
enhanced self-image of the community, increased recreational use of Areas of Concern,
increased access, increased public awareness and public participation in local planning, and
a more integrated approach to resource management in Areas of Concern.
The evaluation ofbeneﬁts can be divided into three categories: qualitative beneﬁts,
quantitative ecosystem improvements, and socio-economic beneﬁts. Qualitative beneﬁts
are difﬁcult to measure as they are mostly in "the eye of the beholder" and reflect the
interests of individuals, groups, and agencies. On the other hand, quantitative beneﬁts can
be easily measured, depending upon the availability of data and tools. For example,
quantitative ecosystem beneﬁts can be assessed by quantifying the increase in frequency/
extent of achieving water quality standards within each state or province or achieving the
objectives ofthe GLWQA. Other beneﬁts of remedial action can be ofa social or monetary
nature. An economic beneﬁt that results from restoringthe ﬁshery in an Area ofConcern
can be quantiﬁed in terms of increased angler days, increased employment, and/or increased
revenue.
The process of analysis needs to integrate a method of resolving conﬂicting
beneﬁcial uses (e.g. commercial ﬁshing vs. boating), to incorporate the social sciences, and
to apply risk/beneﬁt analysis. During evaluation, it will be important to involve the public
to weigh the risks and perceived beneﬁts.
Participants in the breakout session agreed thatbeneﬁts of RAPs must be measured,
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WHAT ARE THE CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING "MEANINGFUL PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION 7
The issue of public participation had been brought to the forefront throughout the
workshop. Public participation is a required and essential element for establishing goals,
selecting remedial options and actions, and implementing Stage 2 MP5.
Session participants thought that the success of public participation is determined
by what approach the lead agency assumes when interacting amongthe publics. Do agencies
perceive their function to be control or management? In order to effectively conduct the
public participation process, the lead agency must take the role of management, and not
control. The control approach relays a message to the public that implies they are not to
be directly involved or consulted in terms of the future state of their community. On
the other hand, the managementapproach oversees the process to ensure the process stays
on track and presumes that the public has an equal stake in the restoration of the impaired
uses. The management approach permits the distribution of responsibilities and shares in
the decision-making process.
Participants in the breakout session agreed that the purpose of public participation
was to be as inclusive as possible to develop all possible public support for the RAP
(development and implementation). This idea is particularly important in view ofthe current
and likely continuing shortage of resources at all levels of government.
Because public participation is an ongoing activity throughout the RAP process, it
is difﬁcult for a RAP document to describe it fully. What the RAP can do is to describe the
speciﬁc activities that have occurred or are planned, and articulate the commitment of the
agencies responsible for RAP development and implementation to ongoing public partici-
pation. The document can also brieﬂy outline the issues which required alteration in order
for consensus to be reached.
While recognizing that each Area of Concern is distinct, participants discussed
several speciﬁc activities which either encourage or accomplish public participation. These
are the kinds of activities which, if built into a RAP document, would provide evidence that
meaningful public participation was taking place and would continue in the future.
I. It is important that a formal Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), Public Advisory
Committee (PAC), or comparable institutional structure (broadly representative of the
community) be established for public participation and institutional cooperation in RAP
development and implementation. This committee can be an important focal point for
ongoing participation. These groups, being diverse and knowledgeable about the Area of
Concern and its problems, can help educate the RAPwriting team and bring pressure to bear
on agencies and legislators at all levels of government. To help create an open process,
multisectoral subcommittees can be established to deal with speciﬁc technical issues,
community relations, or education.
2.
Members of the CAC or PAC should be appointed to the RAP writing team or
regular meetings should be held between the two groups. Such linkages are important at
all stages of the RAP process, from problem deﬁnition stage (i.e. deciding what the RAP will
cover) all the way through the implementation and conﬁrmation of use restoration. One
objective of this process is to give more responsibility for goal-setting in Areas ofConcern
to members ofthe community. The public will be involved while issues are being developed
and material prepared, rather than being merelyconsulted after reports are written. It will
also facilitate and help assure accountability of all concerned.
3. All meetings regarding RAPs should be open to the public, and the public should feel
welcome.
4. A "marketing plan" or outreach strategy tailored to the particular Area of Concern
needs to be developed to try to involve all relevant publics in the RAP process. This plan
should be described in the RAP document.
5. RAP coordinators should endeavor to develop a sense of identity for the Area of
Concern. Techniques include creating a logo for the Area of Concern that can be used on
all RAP-related documents, preparing an exhibit that can be displayed at various locations
such as malls and schools, preparing brochures and newsletters, and speaking at meetings
of other organizations.
Participants thought that theworkshop was a valuable learning experience and this
conclusion led to the strong recommendation thatthere be a special meeting of individuals
- from all RAPteams devoted solely to sharing experiences regarding communication efforts
and public participation.
HOW DO WE INCORPORATE A TECHNICAL DOCUMENT INTO PUBLIC
CONSULTATION?
Once all the input and decisions have been made, a major obstacle to overcome is
to determine the presentation, format and speciﬁc content of a Stage 2 RAP. Session
participants felt that the goal for all RAPs should be to create a "readable" plan that can be
understood by the general public without omitting pertinent technical information. For this
purpose, the members of the RAP writing team must be carefully selected to ensure that
community and technical viewpoints are represented throughout this phase.
A document that is too detailed in terms of substantial technical information may
confuse and discouragethe general public, while the lack ofsuch information will not provide
the technical staff or key decision makers with the supporting information necessary to
comprehend the rationale for the decisions. The challenge is to balance the need to
communicate clearly the content of a RAP in an understandable fashion, with the need to
include technical data and rationale.
Participants inthe breakout session recognized thatthe RAPs will inevitably be quite
technical. Nevertheless, they did not think that a separate report should be prepared for
the general public. The principal concern here was the potential lackof consistencybetween
reports that are prepared for different purposes. Participants preferred the preparation of
an executive summary of the RAP, which could also be published separately for wider
distribution. A differentformat could be used to make this separate documentmore visually
appealing. It was suggested that involving members of the Citizens Advisory Committee or
Public Advisory Committee in RAP writing would help address the problem ofconsistency
between reports.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the input received at the workshop, the following conclusions were
drawn by the Stage 2 RAP Workshop Steering Committee:
' Expectations and views pertaining to Stage 2 RAPs differ subsantially among
participants. Considerable effort will be required to reconcile differing expectations
at both the program and local levels. This workshop represents a productive step
in that direction.
0 The process by which a Sage 2 RAP is developed is as important as its content.
Although there is no obvious single bestapproach, it is clear thata successful process
will: be integrative; work to achieve a planned, agreed-upon and ﬂexible roadmap
to restoration; and provide evidence of commitment and continuing accountability.
Sakeholder and public involvement are essential for success.
0 Innovation and creativity are encouraged in the development processes for Sage 2
RAPs. There are, however, advanages in reaching an early common undersanding
of the necessary minimum content and cleanup standards (e.g. water quality and
sediment standards, criteria, guidelines, site-speciﬁc goals) for Sage 2 RAPs.
0 A sandardized Sage 2 RAP format has advantages during both RAP development
and final document review (e.g. numerous agencies and individuals must review
RAPs, therefore, a standardized format will increase the effectiveness and timeliness
of peer reviews).
' Each Sage 2 RAP must identify the key actions, sequencing, timeframe, and
responsibilities in order to eliminate uncertainty in remediation. As part of this
process, it is important to achieve broad-based agreement on benchmarks, indica-
tors, and endpoints in order to celebrate progress and sustain momentum.
O The agency primarily responsible for preparinga Sage 2 RAPis not solelyresponsible
for implementing it. The mandate of the lead agency should not restrict the RAP
planning effort from properly addressing relevant issues.
' There is a need to recognize the iterative and ongoing nature of RAPs. Full
commitments may need to be obained through a step-wise process.
 ° Communication and information-sharingamong participants in the RAP process on
both sides of the border are extremely important. Attention needs to be given to
the presentation of information in a style and format which makes it accessible to
the general public.
0 “C participation in the planning and facilitation of the Stage 2 RAP Workshop was
critical to its success and timeliness.
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 WORKSHOPAGENDA
DAY I - MONDAY APRIL l5, I99l
9:30 - l0:00 A.M.
l0:00- l0:|5
I0:I5-Noon
Noon - |:00 P.M.
l:00 - l:30
|:30 - 4:00
4:00 - 5:00
7:30
Registration
Welcome and opening remarks
Mr. Richard Powers, Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)
Mr. Kent Fuller, Great Lakes National Program Ofﬁce,
US. Environmental Protection Agency
Ms. Louise Knox, Great Lakes Environmental Program,
Environment Canada
Expectations for Stage II RAPs:
Commissioner Gordon K. Durnil (U.S. Chair)
Commissioner E. Davie Fulton (Canadian Chair)
Mr. john Jackson, President, Great Lakes United (GLU)
Ms. Nancy Douglas-Howayeck. Chairperson, Menominee
River RAP Citizen Advisory Committee
Mr. Steve Skavroneck. Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
Lunch
Presentation of drait Stage II RAP outline
Ms. Diana Klemans, MDNR
Charge to DAY I breakout session
Mr. Richard Powers, MDNR
Break-out sessions
Plenary
Reception
DAY 2 - TUESDAY APRIL l6, I99l
8:00 AM. - 8:30
8:30 - |:00 P.M.
l:00-3:00
Overview of key issues and charge to DAY 2 breakout session
Mr. Tom Coape-Arnold, Ontario Ministry of the Environment
Breakout sessions (lunch will be provided in each of the breakout
rooms, breaks can be taken as necessary)
Plenary presentations by breakout groups and discussion
Closing remarks
Mr. Fred Fleischer. Ontario Ministry of the Environment
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 COMMISSIONERS ' SPEECHES PRESENTED AT WORKSHO
Remarks by Gordon K. Durnil
Chairman, U.S. Section
International Joint Commission
at the
Stage 2 Remedial Action Plan Workshop
April l5-l6, |99l
Radisson Hotel, Romulus, Michigan
I want to thank you for inviting Chairman Fulton and me to share some of our
thoughts with you at the start of this important workshop. We've been looking forward
to participating since we ﬁrst learned that the session was being planned.
Last week I went to Chicago to be present at and applaud the unveiling of the US.
govemments' pollution prevention initiative for the Great Lakes. This is an important step
forward, and while I know we must monitor the govemments' progress closely, I am quite
encouraged. I say I am encouraged because I have felt for a long time that until we find a
way to turn off the toxic faucet to the Great Lakes, even our best efforts to remediate past
problems can only be of limited success.
I also believe that pollution prevention initiatives and a continuation of our remedial
efforts should go hand in hand.
We are delighted to see the governments as co-sponsors of this workshop. This
demonstrates what I hope is a continuing resolve by our two countries to continue the
important work that is suggested by Remedial Action Plans.
I think that all of us here know that the goals of the Remedial Action Plan process
are a long way from being successfully achieved. Development and implementation of the
plans is going to cost a lot of money. These plans are goingto require a tremendous amount
of political will. And most of all, they are going to require substantial ongoing public suport
and insistence in order that they may be successfully completed. These are themes the
Commission emphasized in its Fifth Biennial Report to Governments.
I know that all of you here today bring that commitment to the process.
With this in mind, let me say again that the Commission enthusiastically joins with
the Governments of the United States and Canada in sponsoring this workshop. Our
interest in doing this is to help develop a set of common or complementary expectations
regarding Stage 2 RAPs. These will help us in preparingour comments on those RAPs when
they are submitted to us for review. This is part of our advisory role under the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement.
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In our view, this is an opportune time to hold a workshop on Stage 2 RAPs.
- Several RAPs are moving beyond Stage I, and the RAP Coordinators are entitled
to have a sense of what is expected of them now.
0 Recent legislation in the US. imposes specific deadlines on certain RAP activities.
This adds some urgency to our work over the next two days.
Now, let me now share with you some of the things we will be looking for as the
Commission reviews RAPs at Stage 2 of their development.
Stage 2 constitutes an extremely important decision point. It is the time when we
are sufﬁciently sure of the problems we are dealing with, clear about the options available
to solve those problems, and conﬁdent about the likely success of those options so that we
are prepared to make choices on how to invest scarce public and private resources.
This is not a simple task; there is no simple formula that will work in all cases. There
are, however, some things I think we can hope to ﬁnd in Stage 2 RAPs.
First, it is essential that there be agreementon the nature and scope of the problems
being addressed. This may seem self-evident, but after reviewing several of the early RAPs,
lthink itmerits renewed emphasis. Problem definition, after all, is the foundation upon which
the rest of the process will be built.
Second, I think it is important for the RAPs to describe how the remedial actions
selected are related to or ﬁt in with other planning or development efforts in the area. This
means thatthose contributingto RAP documents will have to be aware of demographic and
othersocio-economic trendsand be in contactwith other groupsand institutions inthe area.
Here is one area where public input will be essential.
Third, it is important that, to the extent possible, RAPs assess the consequences of
any proposed actions. This would include not only any possible adverse effects or new
problems that might result, but also any new opportunitites that might be created. It will
be important to know whether the remedial actions are foreclosing or pre-empting other
future activities or uses, or are they facilitating other activities such as the development of
Lakewide Management Plans. In this regard, I encourage you all to explore some ofthe work
that has been done regarding environmental impact statements in the US.
These are the principal issues that I wanted to raise with you at the start of this
workshop. There are, of course, many other subjects that need to be covered in Stage 2
RAPs, and we'll be talking about them over the next two days.
Thank you for being here. I'm looking forward to an interesting and productive
session.
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I would urge, therefore, that the RAP documents, especially at Stage 2, include the
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based implementation strategies. Other topics that should be covered in developing and
writing RAPs, butwhich I will mention only in passingfor now, are thehuman health concerns
with
respe
ct to
toxic
subst
ances
, and
how
the R
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ill en
sure
that
the o
bject
ives
of th
e
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, including those of virtual elimination and zero
discharge of persistent toxic substances, are to be achieved.
We wish you a successful workshop and lookforward, not onlyto a stimulating two
days for all of us, but also a useful product at the end.
